
Fast Five
1462 x 56 = 

450.6 + 59.03=

3001 ÷ 100 =

450 x 1000 =

_____= 5298 - 356



Fast Five
1462 x 56 = 81872

450.6 + 59.03 = 509.63

3001 ÷ 100 = 30.01

450 x 1000 = 450000

4942 = 5298 - 356



Can I solve subtraction 
problems?



When we are problem solving, we can use our 
ReflectEd questions to help us:
● What do I have to find out?
● Where should I start?
● How am I going to solve the problem?



Jason has £3541 and wants to share it with his friends.
Tom gets £254
Georgia gets £635
Hope gets £169

How much money does Jason have left?

Think about these 3 key questions:

● What do I have to find out?
● Where should I start?
● How am I going to solve the problem?



Jason has £3541 and wants to share it with his friends.
Tom gets £254
Georgia gets £635
Hope gets £169

How much money does Jason have left?

Think about these 3 key questions:

● What do I have to find out?
How much has Jason given away in total

● Where should I start?
By subtracting what he gave Tom from his starting amount

● How am I going to solve the problem?
Repeated subtraction of the amounts given away



Jason has £3541 and wants to share it with his friends.
Tom gets £254
Georgia gets £635
Hope gets £169

How much money does Jason have left?

Let’s start with how much Jason gives to Tom and work from there.

£3541

£  254 -

£3287



Jason has £3541 and wants to share it with his friends.
Tom gets £254
Georgia gets £635
Hope gets £169

How much money does Jason have left?

Now let’s take that amount and continue to subtract Georgia’s amount.

£3287

£  635 -

£2652



Jason has £3541 and wants to share it with his friends.
Tom gets £254
Georgia gets £635
Hope gets £169

How much money does Jason have left?

Finally, let’s submit the amount he gave to Hope.

£2652

£  169 -

£2483                       Our answer is therefore £2483



Pete had 14305 bricks. After building his garage, he has 7526 left. How 
many bricks did he use?

Think about these 3 key questions:

● What do I have to find out?
● Where should I start?
● How am I going to solve the problem?



Pete had 14305 bricks. After building his garage, he has 7526 left. How 
many bricks did he use?

This question is similar to the subtraction questions we practised.

You could think of this question as looking like this:

14305 - 7526

Now, try to solve the problem.



Pete had 14305 bricks. After building his garage, he has 7526 left. How 
many bricks did he use?

This question is similar to the addition questions we practise.

You could think of this question as looking like this:

14305 - 7526 = 6779


